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NEMO U6 Full of Kicks
“For me this event continues to be a mix of therapy, tent revival, family
reunion and brain stimulation. Nowhere else can I find a group of people
facing the same challenges and triumphs as I do in this unique career.”
- U6 attendee from Maine

The National NEMO Network held its
sixth conference (NEMO U6) at beautiful
Asilomar Beach in Pacific Grove, California
on October 19-22, 2008, the first NEMO
U held west of Charleston, South Carolina.
It continued the NEMO tradition of an
engaging, educational and enjoyable event
and continued to be well worth fighting
travel bans to make the trip.
The conference agenda once again featured a mix of presentations, training sessions
and networking events. For the first time,
presentation abstracts were solicited from
the Network and provided an opportunity
for NEMO programs to show off their latest
tools and resources. A broad range of exciting
topics were covered from the StormUlator
Tool (which helps to integrate low impact
development into site design) to impervious
cover based TMDLs (total maximum daily
load) to habitat-based planning to clicker/
audience response system technology.

Trainings included a session on
using a variety of techniques and
programs (most of which are free)
to put maps and data on the web.
There was also a condensed version of the
Network’s Forest Resource Education for
Municipal Officials (FREMO) training
and a plenary session on NEMOnomics,
or integrating economics into NEMO
education.
Of course, it wouldn’t be a NEMO U
without great opportunities for networking
among peers. We took full advantage of
our location on Monterey Bay with an early
morning kayaking trip, a whale-watching
trip (including a sighting of an Orca pod),
and a beachside bonfire and barbeque.
The crown jewel of the networking events
was a dessert reception at the worldrenowned Monterey Bay Aquarium.
In all, the conference fulfilled its goal
of strengthening the bonds that hold our

(Top) Attendees
of NEMO U6,
held at Asilomar
in Pacific Grove,
California in
October 2008.
(Bottom right)
The U6 conference photo contest lives on! Al Wanger of California
“gets his kicks and ice sticks inspired by U6” at Ouray
Ice Park in Ouray, Colorado.

network together. And most importantly,
one hundred percent of respondents to
our post-conference evaluation indicated
that they received knowledge or materials
that will help them improve their NEMO
program.
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in Connecticut (photo). The workshop is
complemented by a web page on our Center
for Land Use Education and Research’s
(CLEAR) website and explains how to
build mashups and use other techniques
for displaying maps and data on the web.
Webinars: Finally, we have begun
exploring new ways to facilitate communication through the Network. We held our
very first NEMO Network webinar in March
that walked folks through how to use the
LID Atlas, how to add projects, and how
to embed and localize the Atlas. We hope
to use this format to highlight new tools
and approaches from throughout the
Network. With everyone’s travel budgets
shriveling like a grape in the sun, webinars
could prove a great way to keep us all con-

NEMO programs are dedicated to protecting natural resources through better land use planning and site design.

nected. Let us know if you have an idea or
project you would like to highlight in a
future webinar.
YouTube: We have also started a NEMO
Channel on YouTube. We have already
loaded snippets from the LID Atlas webinar
for those who missed it (or missed parts of
it), as well as the seminal “Luck Isn’t
Enough” video in which golden-throated
Mason Adams makes the case for the connection between land use and water quality.

The Network’s 6th NEMO University (U6) was held in the Monterey Bay area of California in October 2008. A good time was had by all.

Can’t Stop Progress
With NEMO U6 firmly in our rear view
mirror, yet still a pleasant memory (see
article on back page) the Hub has shifted
focus to continue to provide new resources
and training opportunities for the Network.
Impact Reporting: First up and hot off
the press, is the latest progress report on
the Network, A Catalyst for Community
Land Use Change. This third
progress report
provides examples of the types
of impacts
NEMO programs
around the country
have helped to bring
about in the way
communities plan,
develop and grow. It is,
if we may say so, a unique
and impressive report and testament to all
the great things members of the Network
are doing in their states. Hard copies of
the report can be requested from the Hub
or it can be downloaded from the NEMO
Network website in PDF format.

Resources: Second, we have released
our very first Network-wide tool—the
National Low Impact Development (LID)
Atlas. The article on the right has the
details, but, basically, we took CT NEMO’s
LID Inventory and through the wonders
of “mashup” technology created a national
database of low
impact development/green infrastructure practices
displayed in
Google Maps. The
tool can be easily
embedded in individual NEMO
program websites
either as is or as a localized,
state specific version. So, now
every NEMO program can build their
own online LID Inventory and in doing
so help build the Atlas as a national resource.
Workshops: Speaking of mashups, we
have slightly modified the Putting Maps
and Data on the Web workshop we held at
NEMO U6 and held a two-day regional
workshop for educators earlier this month
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Announcing the National
NEMO Network LID Atlas
The National NEMO Network is delighted
to announce the release of the National
Low Impact Development (LID) Atlas.
The Atlas is a resource for communities,
developers, educators and others to find
examples of LID and other alternative
stormwater management practices around
the country.
The Atlas is the brainchild of CT
NEMO’s John Rozum and California
WALUP’s Tim Lawrence and an outgrowth
of CT NEMO’s LID Inventory. It is
intended to provide communities interested
in LID, but reluctant to be the first on the
block to try them, a portal to learning
about the efforts of other folks in their
county, watershed, state or across the
country. It is a “mashup” (the combination
of tools, programs or data from two sources
to make a separate, integrated product) that
overlays geo-referenced information about
LID practices on Google Maps imagery.
This issue of the newsletter spotlights
the National LID Atlas. Look inside for
details on how to get the most from your
LID Atlas experience including how to
search for projects, add projects, embed
the Atlas into your own NEMO website,
and how to win a complementary registration to NEMO U7!
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Online at nemonet.uconn.edu/hub/initiatives

NEMO’s National Low Impact
Development (LID) Atlas is a new
online resource providing geo-referenced examples on innovative
stormwater management practices
across the country. NEMO programs
are using it to educate communities
about LID.

Searching the Atlas
To make the Atlas as user friendly as
possible, it can be searched in a variety of
ways. First, users can search for examples
of a particular practice—vegetated swales,
rain gardens, green roofs, rain barrels/cisterns, permeable pavement, water conservation, etc. Additionally, users can search
for projects from a particular state and/or
projects on a land use type (commercial,
industrial, residential, mixed use). Finally,
there is a keyword search for users looking
for a specific project.

Adding to the Atlas
Because the Atlas was developed by the
NEMO programs in Connecticut and
California, so far many examples on the
Atlas come from those two states. We are
relying on NEMO programs to help us
populate the rest of LID Atlas and make it
a true national resource.
Projects can be added to the LID Atlas
in real time via an online form on the Atlas
website. Currently, only charter members
of the Network are authorized to add projects to the LID Atlas. People interested in
adding projects to the Atlas should contact
their local NEMO coordinator. If there is
not a NEMO program in your state,
please contact the NEMO Hub
(david.dickson@uconn.edu).
To help provide a little incentive for

(Above) The NEMO LID Atlas highlights examples of low
impact development around the country. (Left) Using
Google Maps imagery you can zoom into a birdseye
view of the practices. Seen here is the Gap Corporate
Headquarters’ green roof located in San Bruno, CA. Not
visible from this aerial image, the vegetative areas
planted on top of the building were made to appear like
rolling hills.

adding projects to the LID Atlas, we have
launched the “NEMO Add to the Atlas
Challenge,” a friendly competition to see
who can add the most projects to the Atlas
by the end of Summer 2009. While bragging rights over interstate rivals may provide
the most motivation, to sweeten the pot
just a little we are offering one complimentary registration to the next NEMO U
conference to the state that has the most
additions. Plus, the winner of the contest
will earn the title of “Lord of the LID
Lollipops.”

Localizing the Atlas
In addition to the main version of the
Atlas, individual NEMO programs can
embed a smaller version of the Atlas in
their own website that displays only examples of LID from that state. Because these
localized versions pull from the same data-

base as the national version, when a site is
added to the Atlas or edited it is automatically updated on any embedded, localized
versions. Connecticut, California, Colorado
and Rhode Island have already embedded
a localized version of the LID Atlas on their
websites. If you are interested in following
their lead, contact the Hub and we will
provide you with instructions.

Atlas Guides
The Network Hub held two webinars in
March on how to use the site, add projects,
and embed a local version of the LID Atlas.
The webinars were recorded and have
been placed on YouTube as a reference.
The videos can be found on the NEMO
Hub’s new YouTube channel (see Resources
Online, right).
We hope this website will be a great
resource for NEMO programs and the
communities they work with.

u NEMO Co-Founder Retires!
Jim Gibbons, co-founder of the original
CT NEMO program and the National
NEMO Network, has decided to retire.
Jim helped most members of the NEMO
Network get their programs going and is
the Guru of natural resource based planning. His many contributions to the
Network cannot be overstated and he will
be sorely missed on several levels. While
we wonder
what the man
who was made
to give presentations will do
now, we wish
him the very
Jim Gibbons and “little Jim”
best in his life
enjoy a moment together at
of leisure.
NEMO University 5.
u Chesapeake Bay Area Gives Birth to
Twin NEMO Programs
The Mid-Atlantic Region has officially
joined the National NEMO Network with
two new, yet closely linked, NEMO
efforts—one focused on the Chesapeake
Bay and one in the state of Virginia.
Jonathan Doherty of the Chesapeake Bay
Program in Maryland and Todd Janeski of
the Department of Environmental Quality
in Virginia lead the efforts. Both bring
together a variety of partners, including
Extension and Sea Grant.
u CA’s StormUlator Included in State
Construction Permit Application
The StormUlator tool, developed by
California WALUP members, has been
integrated into California’s new draft
NPDES Construction General Permit
program. The StormUlator is a simple
runoff calculator that estimates the amount
runoff that can be reduced on a site through
alternative stormwater management practices. The inclusion in California’s draft
construction permit guidelines is intended

to help applicants ensure that runoff remains
constant pre- and post- development.
u Northland NEMO Helps Establish
University Tree Ordinance
The Northland NEMO program worked
with the University of Minnesota to develop
a tree “ordinance” to guide tree preservation,
protection, replacement and planting during
construction activities. It is a great model
for other Universities or communities and
can be found in the “FREMO Resources”
section of the National NEMO Network
website.
u Colorado’s Sustainable Community
Development Code
The Colorado NEMO program (AWARE
Colorado) has developed a new publication
on integrating LID/green infrastructure
into local codes and ordinances. The publication is a piece of the Rocky Mountain
Land Use Institute’s “Sustainable
Community Development Code,” an
effort to show communities how to make
land use more “sustainable” in the face of
community growth and global climate
change. The code in general is a great
resource and now with the addition of
knowledge from CO NEMO, it’s even
better.

CRI Online Tool Franchising
Underway

The Network Hub held a training session in January of
2009 for NEMO programs interested in building their
own Community Resource Inventory (CRI) Online tool.

In January 2009, six NEMO programs
gathered at the University of Connecticut’s
Avery Point campus for the Community
Resource Inventory (CRI) Online Tool workshop. Funded by the Cooperative Institute
for Coastal and Estuarine Environmental
Technology (CICEET), the workshop
demonstrated how the Connecticut CRI
Online was built and helped other NEMO
programs adapt the tool to their states.
Once the other states develop their version
of the CRI, the Hub plans to develop an
online “cookbook” of the various recipes
programs used to create such a resource.

Resources Online
Resources mentioned throughout this newsletter can be found online at:
• 2008 National NEMO Network Progress Report
nemonet.uconn.edu/about_network/publications/2008_report.htm
• National LID Atlas - nemonet.uconn.edu/hub/initiatives.htm
• Putting Maps and Data on the Web Workshop - clear.uconn.edu/tools/share
• NEMO Channel on YouTube - www.youtube.com/nemohub
• Chesapeake NEMO Website - www.chesapeakenemo.net
• Virginia NEMO Website - www.virginianemo.net
• StormUlator Tool - www.stormulator.com
• FREMO - https://web2.uconn.edu/nemonet/secure/build_program/forests.htm
• CO’s Sustainable Communities Development Code law.du.edu/index.php/rmlui/programs/sustainable-community-development-code
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Enough” video in which golden-throated
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The Network’s 6th NEMO University (U6) was held in the Monterey Bay area of California in October 2008. A good time was had by all.
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and training opportunities for the Network.
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the Network, A Catalyst for Community
Land Use Change. This third
progress report
provides examples of the types
of impacts
NEMO programs
around the country
have helped to bring
about in the way
communities plan,
develop and grow. It is,
if we may say so, a unique
and impressive report and testament to all
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are doing in their states. Hard copies of
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or it can be downloaded from the NEMO
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Resources: Second, we have released
our very first Network-wide tool—the
National Low Impact Development (LID)
Atlas. The article on the right has the
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LID Inventory and through the wonders
of “mashup” technology created a national
database of low
impact development/green infrastructure practices
displayed in
Google Maps. The
tool can be easily
embedded in individual NEMO
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own online LID Inventory and in doing
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and Data on the Web workshop we held at
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